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Abstract. The simulation of mechanical systems with set-valued friction laws requires the
solution of normal cone inclusion problems. Orthotropic set-valued force laws can be approxi-
mated by inclusions using a normal cone on an elliptical set. In this paper, the transformation
of normal cone inclusions and their corresponding proximal point equations is studied. The
transformations lead to an efficient method for the solution of normal cone inclusions on ellipti-
cal sets. As an application, an approximated Coulomb-Contensou friction model is used in the
numerical simulation of the Tippe-Top.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Non-smooth mechanical models with set-valued force laws of normal cone type are very
useful for the analysis of the dynamics of mechanical systems with unilateral contacts and
friction. Set-valued force laws for friction can not only describe the frictional interaction for
sliding, but can also describe stiction. The formulation as normal cone inclusions provides a
very general structure for a large class of force laws. For the numerical solution the normal cone
inclusions are usually transformed to proximal point equations which are then iterated with a
projected Jacobi or a projected Gauss-Seidel method. This requires a proximal point function
to be available for each convex set used in the normal cone inclusions. Generally, the numerical
evaluation of a proximal point function requires the numerical solution of an implicit function,
which is numerically expensive. For one-dimensional sets, or simple multi-dimensional sets,
this function can be formulated in explicit form yielding an efficient numerical evaluation and
implementation. When confronted with a set with a more complex shape, one would like to
transform the proximal point problem to a simpler set. One is tempted to try this transformation
on the proximal point problem arising in the numerical implementation, because at this stage
one usually gets aware of it, but this does not lead to a simplification. Nevertheless, it is possible
to transform for example proximal point equations for elliptical sets to proximal point equations
on circular sets. This can be achieved by transforming, at an earlier stage, directly the normal
cone inclusion instead of the later proximal point problem, thereby exploiting the structure of
the normal cone, and then deriving from the transformed normal cone inclusion the associated
proximal point equation.

In section 2, an introduction to normal cones, proximal points and their relationships is given.
The framework for the numerical simulation of non-smooth finite dimensional mechanical sys-
tems and the reduction to the core problem of solving a normal cone inclusion for every time
step is described in section 3. The transformation of normal cone inclusions and their corre-
sponding proximal point equations is discussed in section 4. The results from section 4 are then
applied to the mechanical problem in section 5. Finally, the approximation and transformation
of Coulomb-Contensou friction as well as the numerical results for the Tippe-Top are discussed
in section 6.

2 NORMAL CONES AND PROXIMAL POINTS

The normal coneNC(x) to a convex setC ⊂ Rn at the pointx ∈ C is the set of all vec-
torsy ∈ Rn which do not form an acute angle to any vectorx∗ − x for all pointsx∗ ∈ C, i.e.

NC(x) := {y | yT(x∗ − x) ≤ 0, ∀x∗ ∈ C}. (1)

If x is in the interior ofC, then the normal cone contains only the0-elementNC(x) = {0}.
The normal cone is related to the problem of finding the proximal point to a convex set. For the
definition of a proximal point a norm is required. With a symmetric and positive definite (PD)
matrixR ∈ Rn×n, the inner product of two vectors can be defined as

〈x, y〉 := xTR y, R = RT, R PD. (2)

This inner product naturally defines the norm‖x‖R of a vectorx ∈ Rn as

‖x‖R =
√
〈x, x〉 =

√
xTR x. (3)
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The proximal pointproxR
C (x) of a pointx ∈ Rn to the convex setC ⊂ Rn in the norm‖.‖R is

the closest point inC to x with respect to the norm‖.‖R,

proxR
C (x) := argmin

x∗ ∈ C
‖x− x∗‖R. (4)

If x is in the setC, then the proximal pointproxR
C (x) is x itself. The proximal point func-

tion proxR
C is invariant to scaling of the matrixR of the associated norm‖.‖R by a positive

scalarα,
proxR

C (x) = proxαR
C (x), α ∈ R+. (5)

The functionproxC(x) denotes the proximal point function for the special case of the Euclidian
norm which is obtained forR = I,

proxC(x) := proxI
C(x). (6)

If a pointx is the proximal point to the convex setC of the pointz, then the vectorz − x is an
element of the normal coneNC(x). A normal cone inclusion can be reformulated equivalently
as a proximal point problem,

z − x ∈ NC(x) ⇔ x = proxC(z). (7)

In the more general case where the proximal point functionproxR
C (x) is used, this relationship

becomes
y ∈ NC(x) ⇔ x = proxR

C (x + R−1y). (8)

To obtain this relationship, the proximal point function in the equationx = proxR
C (x + R−1y)

is written as a minimization problem restricted to the convex setC by using the definition (4).
Then, the restriction is replaced by adding the indicator functionΨC(x

∗) of the convex setC
to the objective function of the minimization problem. Ifx is a point at which the minimum
of f(x∗) is attained, then0 has to be an element of the subdifferential∂f . The subdiffer-
ential ∂ΨC(x) of the indicator function is just the normal coneNC(x) and one obtains the
equivalent inclusiony ∈ NC(x):

x = proxR
C (x + R−1y)

⇔ x = argmin
x∗ ∈ C

‖x + R−1y − x∗‖R

⇔ x = argmin
x∗ ∈ C

1

2
‖x + R−1y − x∗‖2

R

⇔ x = argmin
x∗

(
1

2
‖x + R−1y − x∗‖2

R + ΨC(x
∗)

)
⇔ x = argmin

x∗

(
1

2
(x− x∗)TR(x− x∗) + yT(x− x∗) + ΨC(x

∗)

)
f(x∗) :=

1

2
(x− x∗)TR(x− x∗) + yT(x− x∗) + ΨC(x

∗)

⇔ x = argmin
x∗

f(x∗)

⇔ 0 ∈ ∂f(x∗)
∣∣
x∗=x

⇔ 0 ∈
(
−R(x− x∗)− y + ∂ΨC(x

∗)
)

x∗=x

⇔ 0 ∈ −y + ∂ΨC(x)

⇔ y ∈ NC(x).

(9)
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Using this relationship, a normal cone inclusion can be formulated as a nonlinear equation,
where the matrixR can still be chosen freely as long as it is symmetric and positive definite.

3 NON-SMOOTH DYNAMICS

The non-smooth dynamics of a finite-dimensional mechanical system is described by a dif-
ferential inclusion for the impact-free motion and an impact inclusion which maps the left limit
of the state to the right limit with respect to time. The generalized coordinatesq(t) ∈ Rf

and the generalized velocitiesu(t) ∈ Rk parameterize the state of the system. The right limit
of u(t) is denoted byu+ and the left limit byu−. The generalized coordinates are continuous,
meaning that their right and left limitq+ andq− are identical. For this parameterization the
differential inclusion for the impact-free motion becomes

M(q, t)u̇− h(q, u, t)−
∑
i ∈ I

W i(q, t)λi = 0, q̇ = F (q)u

γi = W T
i (q, t)u + χi(q, t), γi ∈ NCi

(−λi),

(10)

and the impact inclusion has the form

M(q, t)(u+ − u−)−
∑
i ∈ I

W i(q, t)Λi = 0, q+ − q− = 0

γ±i = W T
i (q, t)u± + χi(q, t), γ+

i + εiγ
−
i ∈ NDi

(−Λi).

(11)

The matrixM(q, t) ∈ Rk×k is the symmetric and positive definite mass matrix and the vec-
tor h(q, u, t) ∈ Rk contains all smooth forces. To transform the generalized velocitiesu to
the derivative of the generalized coordinatesq̇ the matrixF (q) ∈ Rf×k is used. The setI
contains all contactsi that are closed on displacement level. This can be expressed with the gap
functiongi(q, t) of every the contact

I := {i | gi(q, t) = 0}. (12)

For every contacti there is a vector of relative velocitiesγi ∈ Rdi, a vector of contact
forcesλi ∈ Rdi and a vector of contact percussionsΛi ∈ Rdi. The matrixW i(q, t) ∈ Rk×di

contains the generalized force directions of the contact. The set-valued force laws are formu-
lated as normal cone inclusionsγi ∈ NCi

(−λi) where the setCi is the set of all admissible
contact forcesλi. Newton’s impact law in inclusion form with restitution coefficientεi is used,
where the setDi contains all admissible contact percussionsΛi.

For the numerical solution of (10) and (11) a time stepping scheme based on Moreau’s mid-
point rule [5] is used. Starting from a known stateuB = u(tB) andqB = q(tB) at the timetB

of a time step∆t, the coordinatesqM = q(tM) at the midpoint are calculated

qM := qB +
∆t

2
F (qB) uB, tM = tB +

∆t

2
(13)

Using the midpoint coordinatesqM and the velocitiesuB from the beginning of the time step
one calculatesM(qM , tM), h(qM , uB, tM), W i(q

M , tM), χi(q
M , tM) and sets up the index

setI. As a next step one has to solve the inclusion

M(uE − uB)− h∆t−
∑
i ∈ I

W iΛi = 0,

γB
i = W T

i uB + χi, γE
i = W T

i uE + χi,

γE
i + εiγ

B
i ∈ NDi

(−Λi),

(14)
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which approximates both the differential inclusion for the impact-free motion and the impact
inclusion. As a result one obtains the end time velocitiesuE. Finally the end time coordinates
have to be calculated

qE := qM +
∆t

2
F (qM) uE, tE = tM +

∆t

2
. (15)

The core problem of an integration step is the solution of the inclusion (14). By introducing the
abbreviations

ξi := γE
i + εiγ

B
i , Gij := W T

i M−1W j, ci := W T
i M−1h∆t + (1 + εi)γ

B
i (16)

it can be rewritten as an inclusion problem of the form

ξi ∈ NDi
(−Λi), ξi =

∑
j

GijΛj + ci (17)

which has to be solved for the discrete percussionsΛi. The end time velocities can then be
calculated in an explicit way as

uE = uB + M−1h∆t + M−1
∑
i ∈ I

W iΛi. (18)

The inclusion problem (17) consists of a normal cone inclusion and a linear equation for each
set-valued force law. Further details on the non-smooth dynamics framework for mechanical
systems that has been summarized in this section as well as advanced techniques can be found
in [1, 6].

4 TRANSFORMATION OF NORMAL CONE INCLUSIONS

In this section the transformation of normal cone inclusions and proximal point problems
under linear mappings of the underlying convex sets are discussed. For a convex setC ⊆ Rn

and a non-singular linear mappingA ∈ Rn×n, det(A) 6= 0 the transformed setAC consists of
all the vectorsAx with x ∈ C. The inverse mapped set

A−1C = {y |Ay ∈ C} (19)

contains all the vectors which are mapped byA to the setC. The relationship between the
normal cone to the setC and the normal cone to the setA−1C is given by

NC(x) = A−TNA−1C(A
−1x), (20)

for all x ∈ C. Of course, (20) can be written in the simpler form

NC(x) = ATNAC(Ax), (21)

but (20) is used in the following to keep all relations in this section between the setC and the
inverse mapped setA−1C. The relationship (20) can be obtained by injecting the identity ma-
trix I = AA−1 into the definition of the normal cone (1) and manipulating the expression such
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that one part transforms the argument and the set of the normal cone, and the other transforms
the normal cone

NC(x) = {y | yT(x∗ − x) ≤ 0, ∀x∗ ∈ C}
= {y | yTA︸︷︷︸

=: zT

A−1(x∗ − x) ≤ 0, ∀x∗ ∈ C}

= {A−Tz | zT(A−1x∗ −A−1x) ≤ 0, ∀A−1x∗ ∈ A−1C}
= A−T{z | zT(x◦ −A−1x) ≤ 0, ∀x◦ ∈ A−1C}
= A−T NA−1C(A

−1x).

(22)

The proximal point function to the convex setC in a norm‖.‖R can be expressed with the
proximal point function to the setA−1C in the norm‖.‖ATRA

proxR
C (x) = A proxATRA

A−1C (A−1x). (23)

This equation can be verified using the definition of the proximal point function (4)

proxR
C (x) = argmin

x∗ ∈ C
‖x− x∗‖R

= {x∗ | ‖x− x∗‖R ≤ ‖x− y‖R, ∀y ∈ C, x∗ ∈ C}
= {Ax◦ | ‖x−Ax◦‖R ≤ ‖x−Az‖R, ∀Az ∈ C, Ax◦ ∈ C}
= A {x◦ | ‖x−Ax◦‖R ≤ ‖x−Az‖R, ∀z ∈ A−1C, x◦ ∈ A−1C}
= A argmin

x◦ ∈A−1C
‖x−Ax◦‖R

= A argmin
x◦ ∈A−1C

‖A(A−1x− x◦)‖R

= A argmin
x◦ ∈A−1C

‖A−1x− x◦‖ATRA

= A proxATRA
A−1C (A−1x).

(24)

A normal cone inclusiony ∈ NC(x) can be transformed into a normal cone inclusion on the
inverse mapped setA−1C using (20),

y ∈ NC(x) ⇔ ATy ∈ NA−1C(A
−1x). (25)

This can be used to transform a normal cone inclusion on an elliptical set to a normal cone
inclusion on a circular set as illustrated in Figure 1. Now, instead of directly rewriting the
normal cone inclusion onC as a proximal point equation (cf. section 2),

y ∈ NC(x) ⇔ x = proxR
C (x + R−1y), (26)

the normal cone inclusion using the inverse mapped setA−1C can be rewritten. To achieve
this, the right hand side of (25) is transformed into a proximal point equation by using the
equivalence (26) which yields

ATy ∈ NA−1C(A
−1x) ⇔ A−1x = proxR̂

A−1C(A
−1x + R̂

−1
ATy). (27)

Here again the matrix̂R can be chosen freely as long as it is symmetric and positive definite.
If the right hand side of (26) is transformed to the inverse mapped setA−1C by using (23), one
obtains the equation

x = A proxATRA
A−1C (A−1x + A−1R−1y). (28)
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Figure 1: Transformation of the normal cone inclusion.

With the special choice
R = A−TR̂ A−1, (29)

equation (28) yields exactly the right hand side of (27). This means that we can transform the
original normal cone inclusiony ∈ NC(x) either to a normal cone inclusion on the inverse
mapped setA−1C and then rewrite it as proximal point equation, or rewrite it directly into an
equation and transform then the obtained proximal point problem to the setA−1C. This can be
illustrated as:

y ∈ NC(x) ⇔ ATy ∈ NA−1C(A
−1x)

m m

x = proxR
C (x + R−1y) ⇔ A−1x = proxR̂

A−1C(A
−1x + R̂

−1
ATy).

(30)

It has to be noted that the constraint (29) onR andR̂ is only required for the identity

proxR
C (x + R−1y) = A proxR̂

A−1C(A
−1x + R̂

−1
ATy), (31)

where just a general proximal point problem is transformed without exploiting the special struc-
ture of the normal cone inclusion (27). The symmetric and positive definite matricesR andR̂
can be chosen freely in (30), because the struture of the normal cone inclusion is available there.
By renaming the transformed vectors and sets

x = Ax̂, C = AĈ, ŷ = ATy (32)

one can recognize that the structure of the problem remains exactly the same for both the for-
mulations based onC and those based on the inverse mapped setA−1C.

y ∈ NC(x) ⇔ ŷ ∈ NĈ(x̂)

m m

x = proxR
C (x + R−1y) ⇔ x̂ = proxR̂

Ĉ (x̂ + R̂
−1

ŷ)

(33)

5 EFFICIENT PROXIMAL POINT FORMULATION

In section 3, a system of normal cone inclusions has been obtained after the discretisation of
the equations of motion of a non-smooth mechanical system

ξi ∈ NDi
(−Λi), ξi =

∑
j

GijΛj + ci, (34)
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which have to be solved for every integration step. In order to solve these inclusions numeri-
cally, they are usually rewritten as proximal point equations

−Λi = proxDi
(−Λi + riξi), ξi =

∑
j

GijΛj + ci (35)

where the matrixRi has been chosen as1
ri

I to keep the proximal point functionproxDi
in the

Euclidian norm. After eliminatingξi one obtains the equations

−Λi = proxDi
(−Λi + ri

∑
j

GijΛj + ri ci), (36)

which can then be iterated for a fixpoint with a projected Jacobi scheme

Λν+1
i = −proxDi

(−Λν
i + ri

∑
j

GijΛ
ν
j + ri ci). (37)

For each iteration the proximal point functionproxDi
has to be evaluated. In general, calculating

the nearest point in a set involves the solution of an implicit function. This is not very efficient
and it has to be done for every step of the fixpoint iteration. The first idea is to transform the
proximal point functions in the equations (36) from the setsDi to simpler setsA−1

i Di with
respect to proximal points. If the setDi is an ellipse, then the matrixAi can be chosen such
thatA−1

i Di is a circular disc. The proximal point function to a circular disc in the Euclidian
norm can be implemented very efficiently. Unfortunately, the transformation of an equation (36)
with the help of (23) yields the equation

−Λi = Ai prox
AT

i Ai

A−1
i Di

(−A−1
i Λi + ri A−1

i

∑
j

GijΛj + ri A−1
i ci) (38)

which contains a proximal point function to the simplified setA−1
i Di but in the‖.‖AT

i Ai
norm.

Evaluating the proximal point function to the setA−1
i Di in the norm‖.‖AT

i Ai
is not more effi-

cient than evaluating the original proximal point function to the setDi in the Euclidian norm.
The problem here is, that we try to transform a general proximal point problem without using
the fact that it originates from a normal cone inclusion. The special structure of the problem
can be exploited by applying the transformation directly to the normal cone inclusion and then
reformulating the transformed inclusion as a proximal point equation as outlined in the last
section. This means that relationship (30) is applied to the inclusion (34), yielding

ξi ∈ NDi
(−Λi) ⇔ −A−1

i Λi = proxR̂i

A−1
i Di

(−A−1
i Λi + R̂

−1

i AT
i ξi). (39)

After choosingR̂i as 1
r̂i

I one obtains the equation

−Λi = Ai proxA−1
i Di

(−A−1
i Λi + r̂i AT

i

∑
j

GijΛj + r̂i AT
i ci) (40)

which now uses a proximal point function in the Euclidian norm and to the inverse mapped
setA−1

i Di. Before iterating this equation for a fixpoint it is useful to introduce the definitions

ξ̂i := AT
i ξi, Λ̂i := A−1

i Λi, Ĝij := AT
i GijAj ĉi := AT

i ci, (41)
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simplifying equation (40) to

−Λ̂i = proxA−1
i Di

(−Λ̂i + r̂i

∑
j

ĜijΛ̂j + r̂i ĉi) (42)

which has again the same structure as equation (36). The projected Jacobi fixpoint scheme then
becomes

Λ̂
ν+1

i = −proxA−1
i Di

(−Λ̂
ν

i + r̂i

∑
j

ĜijΛ̂
ν

j + r̂i ĉi), r̂i =
α

max
k

(Ĝiikk)
, (43)

whereĜiikk denotes thek-th diagonal element of the matrix̂Gii. The parameter̂ri is chosen as
the smallest inverse diagonal term1/maxk(Ĝiikk) of the matrixĜii multiplied by an optional
relaxation factor0 < α < 2. In the non-projecting case, that means if the argument of the
proximal point function in (43) is in the inverse mapped set,

−Λ̂
ν

i + r̂i

∑
j

ĜijΛ̂
ν

j + r̂i ĉi ∈ A−1
i Di, (44)

the iteration reduces to the Jacobi like fixpoint iteration

Λ̂
ν+1

i = Λ̂
ν

i −
α

max
k

(Ĝiikk)

(∑
j

ĜijΛ̂
ν

j + ĉi

)
. (45)

In cases where the diagonal elements of the matrixĜii are of different order of magnitude the
convergence of the iteration can be slow compared to the original Jacobi iteration. In such a
badly scaled case, one can replace the scheme (43) with

Λ̂
ν+1

i = Λ̂
ν

i −Q ν
i

(
proxA−1

i Di
(−Λ̂

ν

i + r̂i

∑
j

ĜijΛ̂
ν

j + r̂i ĉi) + Λ̂
ν

i

)

Q ν
i =

diag
α

r̂iĜiikk

, −Λ̂
ν

i + r̂i

∑
j ĜijΛ̂

ν

j + r̂i ĉi ∈ A−1
i Di

I, else

r̂i =
α

max
k

(Ĝiikk)
,

(46)

which recovers the performance of the original Jacobi iteration in the non-projecting case while
keeping the properties in projecting situations. This iteration scheme has the same fixpoint
as (43) since the matrixQi is regular. After a solution for̂Λi has been found, the solution for
the original discrete percussionΛi can be calculated as

Λi = AiΛ̂i. (47)

6 COULOMB-CONTENSOU FRICTION

The set-valued force law for Coulomb-Contensou friction can be used to model a contact
with Coulomb friction and drilling friction torque [4]. The drilling friction force is the result
of an area with distributed Coulomb friction. The force law is formulated by using two transla-
tional scalar friction forcesλT1, λT2 and a scalar friction momentλτ as shown in Figure 2. Each
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Figure 2: Coulomb-Contensou friction forces.

of the scalar forcesλT1, λT2 andλτ has it corresponding relative velocityγT1, γT2 andγτ . The
translational forces and velocities are grouped into vectors to simplify the notation,

λT :=

(
λT1

λT2

)
, γT :=

(
γT1

γT2

)
. (48)

The scalar forceλN is provided by the associated normal force law. As parameters, the Coulomb
friction coefficientµ and the average friction radius̄R are used. For pure translational Coulomb
friction, this results in a maximal friction force ofµλN , while pure rotational friction gives a
maximum friction moment of̄RµλN . In general, the three friction forces and relative velocities
are not independent, especially the drilling friction interacts with the translational friction. In [4]
a force law of the form (

γT

γτ

)
∈ NBF

(
−
(

λT

λτ

))
(49)

has been derived for a contact with a circular contact area on which a Coulomb friction inter-
action is formulated in each point and the normal forceλN is parabolically distributed (Hertz).
A more general approach to the reduction of distributed set-valued force laws and their applica-
tion to Coulomb-Contensou friction can be found in [2]. In the case of parabolic normal force
distribution, the average friction radius̄R is

R̄ =
3π

16
R ≈ 0.589R, (50)

whereR is the radius of the assumed circular contact area. The functions

bT (u) :=


3πµλN

32
(−u3 + 4u), u ≤ 1

3µλN

16

(
(−u3 + 4u) arcsin

(
1

u

)
+

1

u
(u2 + 2)

√
u2 − 1

)
, u > 1

(51)

and

bτ (u) :=


R̄µλN

8
(3u4 − 8u2 + 8), u ≤ 1

R̄µλN

4π

(
(3u4 − 8u2 + 8) arcsin

(
1

u

)
+ (−3u2 + 6)

√
u2 − 1

)
, u > 1

(52)

give a parametric description of the boundary of the setBF . The setBF is then described by the
implicit formulation

BF :=

{(
λT

λτ

)
| ‖λT‖ ≤ bT (u), |λτ | ≤ bτ (u), u ∈ [0,∞)

}
. (53)
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The set is rotationally symmetric around theλτ -axis and has the cross-section shown in Figure
3. The normal cone inclusion (49) together with the setBF gives the exact condensed force law
for a contact with perfectly circular contact area, parabolic Hertz normal pressure distribution
and a distributed Coulomb friction law. Unfortunately, calculating the proximal point to this set
in the Euclidian norm is complicated and time-consuming. The simplest approximation of the

Figure 3: Approximations of Coulomb-Contensou friction.

setBF would be a cylindrical setCF with theλτ -axis as axis of symmetry, a radius equal toµλN

and a height of2R̄µλN

CF :=

{(
λT

λτ

)
| ‖λT‖ ≤ µλN , |λτ | ≤ R̄µλN

}
. (54)

For the setCF , the proximal point functionproxCF
is very simple and the projection can even

be decoupled inλτ andλT direction. But exactly this decoupling is not desired, because the
interaction between drilling friction and the translational friction is an important property of the
model. A better approximation is an ellipsoidal setEF with one semi-axis of̄RµλN and the
other two ofµλN (cf. cross section in Figure 3),

EF :=

{(
λT

λτ

)
|
(
‖λT‖
µλN

)2

+

(
λτ

R̄µλN

)2

≤ 1

}
. (55)

Further approximations for Coulomb-Contensou friction and a comparison with experimental
results can be found in [3]. The elliptical set (55) can be transformed to a sphereSF with
radiusµλN by introducing the matrix

A =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 R̄

 , (56)

and applying the inverse mapping
A−1EF = SF . (57)

The resulting set

SF :=

{(
λT

λτ

)
| ‖λT‖2 + λ2

τ ≤ µ2λ2
N

}
(58)
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allows then for an explicit closed form describtion of the proximal point function

proxSF

((λT

λτ

))
=



(
λT

λτ

)
, ‖λT‖2 + λ2

τ ≤ µ2λ2
N

µλN√
‖λT‖2 + λ2

τ

(
λT

λτ

)
, ‖λT‖2 + λ2

τ > µ2λ2
N

(59)

which can be evaluated very efficiently.
In the following, the simplified Coulomb-Contensou force law, based onEF is used in a

model of the Tippe-Top and is compared to results obtained with the setBF . The Tippe-Top
is modeled as rigid body with two contacts and Coulomb-Contensou friction using the setEF

or BF . The geometric, mass and contact parameters as well as initial conditions are identical
to those published in [4]. The orientation is parametrized with quaternions. For the numerical
solution, the time stepping scheme described in section 3 with the fixpoint iteration (46) is
used. In the case of the force law using the ellipsoidal setEF , the fixpoint iteration has been
implemented in both ways, one using a spherical setSF with the proximal point functionproxSF

and the other based on the original set. In Figure 4, the inclination angle vs. time is shown for the
Tippe-Top with friction laws based on the setEF andBF . Of course, the results start to deviate
with time because the system is very sensitive, but still the overall behaviour is preserved very
well. A MATLAB R© implementation results in a fixpoint iteration for the setSF which is about

Figure 4: Inclination of the Tippe-Top.

10.5 times faster than withBF . Compared to the setEF , the fixpoint iteration for the setSF

is about 2.7 times faster. It has to be noted here, that the solution obtained with the setBF is

12
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only more correct with respect to the assumptions made about the contact area and the friction
interaction. In general, the geometry of the contact area, the distribution of the normal force in
the contact area and the properties of the friction interaction are subject to large uncertainties.
In this situation, the level of model-detail of the ellipsoidal set can be more appropriate.

7 CONCLUSIONS

An efficient method for the solution of normal cone inclusions on elliptical (or ellipsoidal)
sets was presented in this paper. For approximated Coulomb-Contensou friction, the method
leads to a simpler and faster implementation. A modified iterative projection method for the
solution of multi-dimensional set-valued force laws was proposed. This method helps to recover
the iteration performance for badly scaled problems in the non-projecting case. The presented
techniques have been tested successfully on a numerical simulation of the Tippe-Top.
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